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2Transportation is a barrier for some people in Mobile County

20%
of people live below 

the poverty line

10%
of residents are 70+

years old

10,000
households are without 

access to a vehicle

Poverty
Transit access is a key factor in 
escaping the cycle of poverty. 

Healthcare
Poor transportation options 
prevents people from accessing 
medical care.

Employment
Transportation problems can 
make "otherwise reliable people 
look unreliable". 



3Wave Transit doesn’t cover the majority of jobs and residents

In fact, only 

14%
of trips taken in 

Mobile County can 
be completed 

using Wave Transit 

Jobs In Mobile County Residents In Mobile County
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Study Goal: How can we provide transit 

for those living across Mobile County?



5Over 75% of counties in Alabama provide transportation for residents, 
including Baldwin County

Rural transportation services are 
typically:

● Demand-response

● Require prior booking

● Charge nominal fares

● Wheelchair accessible

● Funded by federal, state, and local 
funds

● Provide access to healthcare, 
employment, nutritional trips, and 
more



Funding will a key challenge for Mobile County 

Federal Funding

● FTA 5311 provides funds for Rural Transportation 

● FTA 5310 provides funds for Seniors & Individuals with Disabilities

● However, FTA funding typically requires a 20-50% local funding match

Private Funding

● Healthcare providers and insurers?

● Major employers?

● Universities and technical colleges?



7Examples of demand-response services around the US

● Funded mainly by employers and employees

● Based in Central Ohio

● Strategically connects pockets of employees 
with employers (e.g., a business park with a 
residential community)

● Focuses on manufacturing & distribution center

● Employers get better employee retention

Allendale, SC Demand-Response
● The region faces similar challenges to 

Mobile County (many low income 
residents, poor transit)

● Launched a demand-response service

● Mainly rural area

● Funded by FTA + sources such as South 
Carolina University Transportation Center, 
Sisters of Charity, Allendale County,

● Consolidated 5310 funding through a 
mobility manager

● Used mainly existing fleet of vehicles



8New technologies could make demand-response transit cheaper, more 
efficient, and easier-to-use. 

● More efficiently share trips

● Easier to book - think ‘Bus + Uber’

● Vehicle comes when you request it (or within a 
certain window)

● Book using a smartphone, call center, website

● Track vehicle as it approaches

Pay fares using your smartphone

● Often ask riders to walk to a nearby ‘Virtual Bus 
Stop’

● Create trip rules for certain riders (e.g., recurring 
trips, door-to-door trips, employer pays)



Questions for Discussion

Does Mobile County 
need public transit 

outside the City of Mobile? 
Why or why not?

What are possible 
funding sources for 

a transit service?

Who should a transit service 
focus on? 

What are you most 
excited about? 

What are your concerns?


